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**ABSTRACT**

**Purpose:** Ecosystem problems are an increasingly complex and serious global problem faced by human beings around the world. More and more production with the use of modern technology to exploit nature continuously resulted in the declining quality of the environment. The core of a green economy is low carbon growth, resource efficiency, and social inclusivity, which have implications for sustainable development, energy management, a green economy in urban areas, as well as green business. This is in accordance with the values in Islamic economics, especially analyzed from the Maqashidal-Shariah point of view. This study intended to give an overview of *halal* industry management and environment conservation in the view of Maqashid Sharia.

**Design:** This study was a literature study to overview the management of halal industry and environment conservation in the view of Maqashid Sharia.

**Findings:** Economic dissemination with the universal values of Maqashid Sharia (linking environmental issues with aspects of sharia objectives) in fiqh al-bi’ah resulted in a decrease in the passive attitude of the community. The basis of the green economy on the problem of inequality caused by the unequal distribution of green production factors can be overcome based on the principles of al-adl (justice), Maslahah (public interest) and Musawah (equality).

**Originality/Values:** Various obstacles that arise will be overcome because the purpose of Sharia is a concept based on the guidelines set by the Creator.
INTRODUCTION

A development merely focuses on the economic aspect as reflected in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This GDP-centric development also makes development ignoring environmental and social aspects, so that negative effects are difficult to avoid. A development, which is dominated by welfare measures and only stated in GDP, will produce a view that the development of a country is simply represented through economic growth.

To achieve economic growth with welfare parameter, there are numbers of welfare parameters that are sacrificed. The impact of the development orientation to pursue GDP growth is the occurrence of massive production activities that have a potency to damage the environment. It will finally cause the surrounding environment to be unfit, so that it impacts on the disruption of human survival (nasl) physically, psychologically, and cognitively. The quality of human resources in the future will be automatically affected.

The damaged environmental conditions cause human functions as actors to drive development (caliphate) that prosper the earth to be disrupted, even vulnerable to failure. There is interdependence between the quality of human resources and the surrounding environmental conditions. Therefore, the protection of offspring/sustainability of human life (nasl) is a special spotlight in maintaining Maqashid Sharia.

Building a business unit is one way to improve the standard of life of the community mutually. People can get their welfare rights by building a business and being part of the business process. From the administrative aspect, labeling and licensing of business products must be processed through the legal stage to obtain halal recognition. This means that business products must be meaningful, useful, and sacred, purely from the results and proper processing process, and safe for use and consumption by the community.

Through the Law No. 33 of 2014 concerning Halal Product Guarantee and supporting derivative regulations, such as Government Regulation No. 33 of 2019 and Regulation of the Minister of Religion No. 26 of 2019, declare that the state is present in guaranteeing halal products. The October 17, 2019, is the
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beginning of the implementation of the Halal Certificate obligation for products that circulate and trade in the territory of Indonesia. BPJPH is an authorized agency to issue and revoke halal certificates and labels. The administration of halal certification is carried out at the Central BPJPH and the Halal Task Force at provincial offices of the Ministry of Religion throughout Indonesia to districts and cities.

The halal industry has become a world trend today. This is evident from the prospect of the halal industry which continues to grow from year to year. According to a report from the State of the Global Islamic Report (2019), there were around 1.8 billion Muslim residents as the consumers of halal industry. Consumer opportunities in the halal industry are increasing by 5.2% annually; with total consumer spend reaching USD 2.2 trillion. This number is expected to increase every year. The projection of the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of the halal industry will increase to 6.2% in the period 2018 to 2024. The total funds spent by consumers of the halal industry will also increase to reach USD 3.2 trillion in 2024.

Indonesia is one of the countries that have great potential to develop the halal industry. Certainly, this great potential is an implication of the large number of Muslim populations in Indonesia. Indonesia accounts for 12.7% of the world's Muslim population. When viewed from its number, in 2020, it was estimated that as many as 229 million Muslim residents lived in Indonesia. The total population in Indonesia was estimated at 273 million people, so that the Muslim population was equivalent to 87.2% of the total population in Indonesia. Besides, Muslim population has enlarged halal products coverage in Indonesia. In fact, the total spending that Indonesia spent on halal products was USD 218.

Economic growth is the ability of the state to maintain or increase its capacity to meet the economic needs of the people and the state. One of the economic growths is the investment and development of energy infrastructure. In addition, industrial productivity in the agricultural, manufacturing, construction and market sectors, as well as non-market services also contribute
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to economic growth\(^7\).

Like the economic, Islamic economics is an important part of today's global economy\(^8\). There are seven sectors of the Islamic economy that have increased significantly, namely culinary, Islamic finance, insurance industry, fashion, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, entertainment, and tourism, where all of these sectors carry out the concept of halal in their products. In several countries in the world, sharia tourism terminology uses several quite diverse names, including Islam Tourism, Halal Friendly Tourism Destinations, Halal Travel, Muslim-Friendly Travel Destinations, Halal Lifestyle, and others. Sharia tourism is seen as a new way to develop Indonesian tourism that upholds Islamic culture and values. So far, sharia tourism is perceived as a tour to the grave (pilgrimage) or to the mosque.

There was a necessary to conduct deep overview on halal industry and its relation to environment conservation in the view of management. Hopefully, the products of a community industry can come from entities and cultural components in an area, so that it will affect environmental conservation. When environmental conservation can be maintained properly, local products derived from a community can be used as industrial products that will improve the quality of the economy and life of the local community. This is one of the most in Maqashid Sharia. Therefore, this study overviewed halal industry management and environment conservation in the view of Maqashid Sharia. Significantly, it was expected to add insight to industry players in running their business.

**METHODOLOGY**

Maqashid Sharia derived from the words ‘maqṣūd’ (goal) and sharia\(^9\). In simple terms, Maqashid Sharia is a concept which explains that Allah the Almighty has revealed sharia to humans for a specific purpose. There are three types of goals in the Shari’a, namely primary (dharuriyyat), secondary (hajiyat), and tertiary (tabsiniyat) goals. Primary goals (dharuriyyat) are formulated into kulliyat al-
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khamshah or five general principles or goals. These five objectives provide an actual explanation of what Allah's intention is to establish certain Shari'a laws. The five components consist of *hifzu ad-din* (maintaining religion), *hifzu an-nafs* (guarding the soul), *hifzu al-aql* (maintaining common sense/intellectual), *hifzu al-maal* (keeping property), and *hifzu an-nasl* (guarding property).\(^\text{11}\)

Ibn Ashur suggests that Maqashid Sharia has a significant role in identifying the intent of establishing sharia by Allah the Almighty.\(^\text{12}\) He also plays a role in identifying the hidden causes of the determination of a law in a particular case. The goal of sharia is to improve the welfare of the community, which is the maintenance of one's faith, self, intellect, lineage, and wealth. Keeping these five points and eliminating threats to them enhances the desired public interest.

One of the components of Maqashid Sharia *dharuriyat* is *hifzu an-nasl* or protecting offspring or generations. Islam as a comprehensive religion does not only care about what happens to us. Islam also encourages us to pay attention to the future, in this case our future descendants. The prohibition against adultery, for example, has an intention to protect offspring. The authenticity of the lineage is one of the reasons why adultery is prohibited.

This study used literature review method to conduct a review on halal industry management and environment conservation in the view of Maqashid Sharia. The results of this literature review could certainly be used as input in strategic policies, program policies, and operational technical policies for halal industry. There were several stages that we used, including:

![Systematic Review Steps](image)

**Figure 1. Systematic Review Steps**
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The flow of the systematic review above was adopted from a study conducted by Sari et al.\(^13\) We saw that there was potential that could be developed in this research. At the initial stage, we identified several problem formulations and research objectives, namely three sustainability factors in courier services. Next, we determine some related keywords that can be used as referential keys in the analysis to be carried out. We used several related and relevant researches in the last 5-10 years which come from several accountable, reputable and accurate journals. Mapping of research results is done by mapping some research findings and their relevance to this research. Then, the results of these studies were described and adapted to the formulation of the problem and the objectives of this study.

RESULTS

In this section, we conducted a review on the general aspects that became the initial concept in the halal industry, namely the beginning of the halal industry in Indonesia, and the terminology of Green Industry as an industry that focuses and utilizes natural wealth/environment. These two things are expected to lead readers to the basic concepts of the halal industry in Indonesia.

The Rise of Halal Industry in Indonesia

The halal industry has experienced massive development\(^14\). This trend from the halal industry is no longer limited to food and beverages but also to pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, tourism and cultural logistics, finance and others. The global sharia and halal industry is projected to be worth USD 3.081 billion by 2022. In this regard, with a total population of 261 million people and 87.2% of whom are Muslim, Indonesia has a promising Muslim market potential because it consists of: from 12.7% of the world’s Muslims. Furthermore, according to the Global Islamic Economy in 2017, Indonesia is included in the top 10 Islamic industrial countries that excel in several sectors such as the Sharia Finance Sector, Halal/Travel and Halal Cosmetics & Pharmacy.

Historically, Islamic thought in the past was considered by some scholars to be quite slow and tended to be outdated compared to those of


secular nationalists. The way they develop their self-concept in Indonesia is not as fast as expected. As a result, they are also quite behind compared to their nationalist counterparts in positioning themselves within this nation. The thing that needs to be underlined here is the fact that at a time when Muslim thinkers began to develop a clearer understanding of their own political projects or concepts in Indonesia, secular nationalist thinkers (often indifferent and sometimes strongly opposed to Islam and Muslim ideas about relations of the state with religion) are well established ideas, along with blueprints, Indonesia as a sovereign country and as a vehicle for Indonesian citizens to become modern and prosperous. As a result, Muslims have no choice but to try to accommodate their thought to the dominant paradigm of Indonesian ideas.

This understanding is important to debate of why a new halal industry has emerged in Indonesia. However, in today’s era, Indonesian Muslims, show their clear and strong point of view on issues of the halal industry and the so-called halal lifestyle. They are also starting to realize the potential of the halal industry as a whole sector. They can see how the halal industry has experienced tremendous development and this is not only happening in Indonesia but also in the world. For example, In Malaysia, there is a growing demand for halal pharmaceutical products, especially from so-called pious Muslims. For Muslims, looking for halal goods is a must in order to get the pleasure of Allah the Almighty. Despite this widespread belief, there are only a few pharmaceutical products on the market that have the halal logo.

For Muslim consumers in Malaysia, in order to make sure that they have halal products, have to be patient to see the ingredients listed in the packaging. Unfortunately, this process is also not easy for most consumers because there is some information on the ingredients that consumers are not familiar with. Thus, there is a great risk that consumers may actually be in a position to lack the knowledge needed to make decisions. In other terms, they are forced to make decisions that are not fully informed. The study by Bilal Nawaz et al showed that labeling, awareness, and trustworthiness lead to imperfect knowledge in purchasing decisions of pharmaceutical products among Muslim consumers. This process is also not easy for most consumers because there is some information on the ingredients that consumers are not familiar with. Thus, there is a great risk that consumers may actually be in a position to lack the knowledge needed to make decisions. In other terms, they are forced to make decisions that are not fully informed. The study by Bilal Nawaz et al showed that labeling, awareness, and trustworthiness lead to imperfect knowledge in purchasing decisions of pharmaceutical products among Muslim consumers.

Moreover, there is a lack of studies on Islamic branding from a non-Muslim perspective. There are also ethical issues regarding Islamic branding
involving non-Muslim producers. Therefore, this study was conducted among non-Muslim customers to ascertain the relationship between customer perception and customer loyalty on purchase intention. The results show that customer’s perception has a close correlation with the purchase intention of an Islamic brand product. This result is relevant to the study of Sardiana and Sari\(^1\). Then, this study offers some suggestions for marketing strategies that focus on Islamic branding. One of the strategies that need to be taken is to focus on Halal labeling, especially Halal statements on product packaging as they are clearly guaranteed and issued by MUI. All of them affect the purchasing decision purchasing process. In this case,

Among Muslim consumers in Indonesia, quality is not the only factor considered when they make a decision about which product to buy\(^2\). Research shows that they will do their own 'little research' to really understand the values and advantages the product has to offer. The steps consist of looking for those who meet their needs, seeking information, evaluating other alternatives, and then ending with choosing a product and buying it. That is the reason why socialization is necessary. This socialization ideally covers the topic of the importance of the halal status of the product and also the quality as an integral part of the value of the halal industry.

The growth rate of the global halal industry has shown an increase in recent years, Indonesia continues to increase its overall ranking\(^3\). Indonesia rose to fifth position in the media and recreation indicator. Sixth rank in pharmacy and cosmetics. Indonesia rose to eighth position in halal food. However, in general, the growth of the halal industry in Indonesia rose to fourth position.

There are three main components that can fundamentally and significantly affect economic growth, namely capital accumulation, growth in population, and technological progress\(^4\). These three components refer to one point, namely production. The orientation of economic growth is assumed to be locked with a pattern to continue to produce, so that the question: how will the
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impact be?

Some efforts to pursue growth are always driven by the motivation for investment, production and consumption. This is an imbalance in viewing the relationship between natural and human resources\textsuperscript{19}. This circle of activities contributes greatly to the decline in environmental quality, which in the end will create two problems, namely the shrinking of natural resources and pollution. This seems to imply to us that in order for humans to prosper, there is no "happiness for both parties".

Various environmental cases that occur today, both on a global and national scope, are largely sourced from human behavior. Cases of pollution and damage such as damage to the sea, forest, atmosphere, water, land and so on are rooted in human behavior that is irresponsible, has no concern and is only selfish. Humans are the main cause of environmental damage and pollution\textsuperscript{20}.

**Green Industry: Indonesian *Halal* Industry**

Green economy already known to the public, whereas along before the Qur'an had often discussed the relation between Islam and the environment. The ideas about a green economy are to support environmental development (pro-environment), which affects the development of the economic system towards an environmentally friendly economy. Green companies are also developing that carry the 3P jargon, namely people (related to social), profit (economic development), and planet (protection of the environment).

The root of the problem behind the emergence of a green economy is the environmental crisis caused by a shift in human lifestyles that want everything to be easy and fast. The number of single-use packaging products that are immediately thrown away is one of the consequences of changing human lifestyles. The product packaging waste is known to be environmentally unfriendly and takes tens or even hundreds of years to be decomposed by the earth.

The problem of disposing of factory and household waste that pollutes rivers and oceans also affects human health. Many marine catches contain heavy metals, so that marine catches affect the health level of consumers. Many forests are deforested due to the high demand for industrial raw materials made from


wood\textsuperscript{21}, without any effort to reforest. The air quality is very poor due to pollution and the spread of greenhouse gases which contribute to carbon dioxide emissions. As a result, natural disasters are now evenly distributed in various regions, as well as damage to ecosystems, forests, and global climate change.

The core of a green economy is low carbon growth, resource efficiency, and social inclusivity, which have implications for sustainable development, energy management, a green economy in urban areas, as well as green business. This is in accordance with the values in Islamic economics, especially analyzed from the maqashid sharia point of view.

In Indonesia, \textit{halal} tourism has started to develop; this thing can happen because of the increasing number of normal travelers Indonesia has a lot of Sharia-inspired natural travel sites, such as breakfast-defense sites as cold as ice cream. In 2016 to be exact on October 20 and then Indonesia was successful in getting an award in the tourism sector. Indonesia was successful in earning The World \textit{Halal} Travel Awards 2016. Besides, Indonesia also obtains a nomination of awardees in the category of World's Best \textit{Halal} Honeymoon (Lombok Island). By this achievement, the Ministry of Tourism (KEMENPAR) has seen some potential regions to be \textit{halal} tourism destination.

The \textit{halal} industry can directly contribute to realizing three things in technology-based sustainable economic development; economic, social and environmental\textsuperscript{22}. A strategic framework that involves the support of the international and domestic communities, accompanied by three pillars, namely the government's commitment, production capabilities, and an operational supporting ecosystem\textsuperscript{23}.

Furthermore, Indonesia has added value that can strengthen the correlation of environmental protection in the development of the halal industry. Local wisdom in preserving natural resources that is embraced by the community is spread in almost all regions of the archipelago. The psychological closeness that \textit{you can't just act on nature} is still the key to maintaining some of Indonesia's beautiful areas. The concept of a \textit{halal} supply chain that monitors...
the processing of goods and services also pays attention to the limits of exploitation of natural resources. This includes the sustainability of ecosystems with Islamic values standards not to overdo it in production and consumption.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we provided a review of the management of halal industry governance and environmental conservation in carrying out the industrialization process by adhering to the principles of Maqashid Sharia.

Halal Industry Management and Environment Conservation

Indonesia should be the center of Islamic economic development in the world. The potential towards this goal already exists, starting from halal certification, concern for Muslim-friendly products, services that make it easier for Muslims to practice their beliefs, and many more. The strategy to achieve Indonesia's vision as the world's leading Islamic economic center is to strengthen the halal value chain. There are number of industries related to the needs of the Muslim community which are divided into the following clusters.

a. Halal food and drink
b. Halal tourism
c. Muslim Fashion
d. Halal Media and Recreation
e. Halal pharmacy and cosmetics
f. Renewable energy.

Environmental issues cannot be completely resolved by the market mechanism, when an externality occurs in the market mechanism (impact on the welfare level of third parties arising from someone's actions without being collected compensation or payment). The market mechanism tends to ignore the costs incurred by the company. Externalities arise when a person performs an activity and has an impact on others (external benefits and external costs) all of which do not require an obligation to receive or make payments. For example, in the interaction of buying and selling canned drinks. The cost of used cans has not yet been reflected in the minimum price for these cans. The nature of this externality is one of the factors in the decline in environmental function.

Environmental law is a juridical instrument for environmental management, so that it is essentially a legal field which is mainly controlled by
the rules of state administrative law or government law. For this reason, in its implementation, government officials need to pay attention to the general principles of good governance, so that in the implementation of its policies, it does not deviate from the objectives of environmental management.

Based on the interests and developments of science, considering the importance of ecosystems for the benefit of the lives of many people, the regulations governing environmental law are increasingly being updated by implementing various aspects of existing regulations. The need for clear regulations and accommodate all aspects is increasingly needed. There are several regulations regarding environmental management in Law Number 32 of 2009 concerning Environmental Protection and Management.

**Environmental Governance**

Environmental management is basically the core of all regulations, namely the law that regulates environmental management in order to achieve harmonious relations between humans and the environment. The focus of the study on environmental planning law includes spatial planning, land use, procedures for community participation, and so on.

**Environmental Protection**

Environmental protection and management are systematic and integrated efforts carried out to preserve environmental functions and prevent environmental pollution and/or damage which includes planning, utilization, control, maintenance, supervision, and law enforcement.

**Environmental Pollution**

Environmental pollution is the entry or inclusion of living things, energy substances, and or other components into the environment, or changes in the environmental order by human activities or by natural processes so that the quality of the environment drops to a certain level which causes the environment to become less or unable to function in accordance with the designation.

The law on environmental management and protection applies in general to both the non-†halal industry and the †halal industry. Furthermore, in guaranteeing †halal products, it is regulated in Law No. 33 of 2014 concerning Guaranteed †halal Products. In the process of applying for a †halal certificate, it
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must be accompanied by the following documents: business actor data, name and type of product, list of products and materials used, product processing process. However, the document does not include activities to prevent and divert waste from the halal product industry.

**Halal Industry and Environmental Preservation from the Perspective of Maqashid Sharia**

**Maintenance of Religion (Hifzhu ad-din)**

All Muslim scholars agree that religion should take precedence whenever enacting laws. The religion in question is, of course, Islam itself. The reason why Islam should be preserved is because Islam is a religion that cares the most about the environment. The Messenger of Allah said, "Ju'ilat al-ardhun kulluba masjidan," the whole earth was made into a mosque. In Ibrahim Abdul Matin’s view, the hadith not only explains that we can pray in any place that is clean and holy, but there is an implied message to preserve nature. In other words, maintaining the Islamic religion is a reflection of the preservation of the environment itself.

**Nurturing the Soul (Hifdzu an-nafs)**

It is to maintain the right to live with honor and to protect the soul in order to avoid acts of persecution, in the form of killing, cutting off limbs or injuring. Of course, the human spirit is very high, so that in economic activities, life safety needs to be prioritized. From the UNEP definition, the economy is not only related to the environment, but also the social welfare of the community. Here, there is actually a reciprocity between the human soul and the environment itself. For example, environmental pollution caused by several industries often endangers human life. Companies that apply maqashid sharia do not only rely on green washing, as an eraser for sins or their bad image in society.

**Maintenance of Reason (Hifdzu al-Aql)**

A healthy environment often helps people to think clearly and positively. This is where the go green industry plays a role in creating an atmosphere that does not disturb the minds of the people. This maintenance of reason is also often applied in various ways, such as providing scholarships for outstanding students, holding competitions in potential development or also receiving company visits conducted by students in factories for research purposes.

**Maintenance of Offspring (Hiídzu an-Nasl)**

The efficient use of resources in the green economy concept has been discussed in Maqashid Sharia. The efficient use of resources is closely related to
the maintenance of offspring. Where the efficient use of resources provides land for future generations to be able to utilize resources. we can see that Islamic Economics does not only aim to think about the benefit of the current generation, but also future generations. Industrial companies and other economic actors should always think about the long-term impact of their actions.

Maintenance of Property (Hifdzu al-Maal)

A healthy economy always generates profits in the right way. And prevent economic activities that can tarnish personal property and property of others such as Tadlis, Gharar, Riba and others. In order of khamsah kulliyah (five maintenances). The majority of scholars agree to place wealth in the last order. This is different from the triple bottom line concept which puts profit in the first place. This is where the difference between the concept of green economy driven by conventional economics and the Maqashid Sharia concept of Islamic economics. If conventional economics is profit oriented, Islamic economics is _falah_ oriented.

From the explanation of the five maintenances above, we can conclude that the principle, low carbon is basically in line with the Maintenance of the soul and mind. The principle of Resource efficient is also in line with the maintenance of offspring and property. And the Socially inclusive principle is found in all five maintenances in the Maqashid Sharia concept, so that it is clear that green economy activities are actually economic activities that prioritize the maintenance of religion, soul, mind, property, lineage, and property. Even preserving the environment is the same as maintaining the five basic goals of Islam (Maqashid Sharia). Because, the five basic goals can be realized if the environment and the universe support it. Therefore, maintaining the environment is the same as Maqashid Sharia.

Islam also strongly recommends the preservation of animal resources. There are several concepts of preserving animal resources in Islam. First, in addition to consumption purposes, the majority of animals that are allowed to be consumed in Islam are animals that have a large enough population, not including rare animals with only a small population. Second, the Shari'a also does not allow animal abuse. Third, Islam recommends caring for animals by giving them freedom of life or providing the necessities of life for animals, if the
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animals are in their possession. Fourth, in the rules for killing animals, Islam only prioritizes animals that are classified as dangerous animals (al-fawasiq al-khams) and similar animals, namely animals that disturb or attack humans.

In a number of verses of the Qur'an, Allah the almighty repeatedly asserts that He alone is the ultimate owner of the universe. Allah the Almighty is the owner who has absolute control over the management and management rights of nature. Humans are only given permission to live in it for a while, in order to carry out the mandate as His representative on earth. In short, human ownership of the universe is only a mandate or deposit which in time must be returned to its owner. For this reason, as the recipient of the deposit, it is appropriate to return the deposit in its original condition.

Human negligence and incompetence are one of the main causes of environmental damage. To overcome this, humans must change their behavior and perspective on nature. Kerf emphatically stated: "Humans mistakenly view nature and misplace themselves in the context of the whole universe". God's mandate to humans should be read within the framework of istikhlâf (caliphate duty), namely managing the earth with full responsibility. According to Gassing, the command to manage the environment should be understood as God's taklîf (burdening) to humans (mukallaf) including the obligation to maintain and prohibition of damaging the environment which must be obeyed.

CONCLUSIONS

It was important to protect the environment as well as maintaining the five basic goals of Islam (Maqashid Sharia). Because, the five basic goals can be realized if the environment and the universe support it. Therefore, maintaining the environment is the same as maqashid al-syari'ab. With sharia control, the economy aims to achieve four main things; (1) target results, namely profit (material) and benefit (non-material), (2) growth, meaning that it continues to increase, (3) sustainability, for as long as possible, and (4) blessing or the pleasure of Allah the Almighty.

The purpose of the company or business actor is not only to seek profit (qimah madiyah or material value) as much as possible, but also must be able to obtain and provide non-material benefits (profits or benefits) to the company's internal and external organizations (environment), both through community empowerment and environment in a systematic, planned and sustainable manner, so that the result is the survival of the blessing of life.

Economic dissemination with the universal values of Maqashid Sharia (linking environmental issues with aspects of sharia objectives) in fiqh al-bi'ah resulted in a decrease in the passive attitude of the community. The basis of the
green economy on the problem of inequality caused by the unequal distribution of green production factors can be overcome based on the principles of al-adl (justice), Maslahah (public interest) and Musawah (equality). Various obstacles that arise will be overcome, because the purpose of the Shari'a is a concept based on the guidelines set by the Creator.

This study was limited only on the discussion of halal industry management and its relation to environmental conservation as well as the significance of halal certification on halal products produced from a community with their environment. Future studies were expected to analyze a sample of halal industry that has developed in the community for the purpose of evaluation in the context of local areas in Indonesia that still engage with environment and cultural observation.
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